
ALL GO RHYTHM 2016

Mumbai, August 26: The department of Computer Engineering geared up for it’s first 
cultural  event  in  the  current  academic  year  2016-17.  The  theme  of  the  event,  being 
‘Mumbai’ was organized by the students of the department under the guidance of event 
co-coordinators Ms. Sana Shaikh and Ms. Ditty Varghese.

The event began at  2pm with Abhiksha and Kevin,  being the host  of the  felicitation 
ceremony; warmly welcomed the dignitaries of DBIT to the tune of lezim.

1. Rev. Fr Leon Cruz, DBIT Administrator

2. Rev. Fr Joe Braganza, Director of Dept of Mass Media

3. Dr. Prasanna Nambiar, DBIT Principal

4. Dr. Amiya Kumar Tripathy - Dean R&D

As light symbolizes knowledge, the honorable principal of DBIT Dr. Prasanna Nambiar 
along with HOD of  Computer  Department  Ms.  Nilakshi  Joshi,  faculty in-charge Ms. 
Sana, Ms. Ditty and student representative Larissa Fernandes lit the lamp to commence 
the  beginning  of  the  auspicious  ceremony.  Mr.  Nathnaneal  read  out  a  short  prayer. 
Thereafter Ms. Nilakshi Joshi gave the welcome speech followed by which Dr. Prasanna 
Nambiar addressed the gathering and Ms. Ditty shared with us the department's progress 
report.

Rev. Fr. Leon felicitated Dr. Amiya Kumar Tripathy and Mr. Imran Ali Mirza for their 
selfless and dedicated contribution to the department.  Followed by felicitation to Ms. 
Ditty  for  successfully  completing M.E with distinction and Ms.  Dipti  for  completing 
course era certification in the fields of HMI.

Rev. Fr. Joe gave away the awards for academic excellence to Ms. Rhea Bhutala , Mr. 
Aarish  Iyer  and  Mr.  Yash Mahajan   from S.E  for  securing  9.37,  9.3  and 8.81  GPA 
respectively. He further congratulated Ms. Raghasri Raghavan , Ms. Shalanki Gupta and 
Mr.  Sisil  Sunny  from T.E for  having  secured  9.31,  9.27  and  9.16  GPA respectively. 
Accordingly Mr. Spencer Kinny , Ms. Sonam Desai and Ms. Priyanka Utekar from B.E 
were applauded for securing 9.6, 8.7 and 8.67 GPA respectively. A perfect 10 pointer 
result by Ms. Helma Joy , Mr. Spencer Kinny and Ms. Shalanki Gupta was cheerfully 
applauded by the audience. B.E student Ms. Radhika Rajvanshi was felicitated for being 
the best anchor and dancer for state level NSS camp, best NSS volunteer and a certified 
investment analyst professional. The formal event came to an end with faculty in-charge 
Ms. Sana giving a vote of thanks.



The informal event began with a lavni performance by the T.E students. A fantastic talk 
show ‘Cutting with Raju’ kept the audience engaged till the end. Short documentaries on 
a visit to Salaam Balak  an NGO , on Mumbai and how well you know your city  put 
every student’s thinking cap on . The spectacular dance performance by the faculty as 
well as a solo performance by Ms. Dipti Jadhav left the crowd spellbound. Dr. Amiya 
Kumar Tripathy made the crowd sing along with him. It was then followed by a group 
dance performance and group singing by the T.E. The S.E. singing and group dance was 
greatly enjoyed. The ‘Debarred Mitre Mandal’ from the B.E put up a great show .The 
different festivals of Mumbai, though difficult to depict was magnificently cheered by 
one and all. The band performance by T.E Comps was truly appreciated. The evening 
finally came to an end with the JAM session having left all the chairs stacked and feets 
up on the dance floor.

 


